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The House on the cover:
Much debate has appeared In the
press recently about the so-called
" double envelope house ," wh ich Is bas-
ed on the principle of a convective loop
between two building "envelopes," The
debate centers around the question of
whether the convective flows really
transport meaningful amounts of heat
to mass storage or whether double
envelopes are simply super-insulated
houses with an enveloping layer of
warmed air acting as the source for
most of the perimeter heat losses. The
debate goes on.
The house pictured on the cover Is
NOT a double envelope. It is a wholly
dilferent type of passive heati ng
system , but one which relies totally on
air convection for the transport and
storage of heat. This house , located
northwest of santa Fe, is one of 8 air-
siphon buildings designed and built by
Mark M. Jones , AlA, in the Santa Fe
area since 1977, with design and cot-
laboration of researchers W. Scott Mor·
ris , B. T. Rogers, and Bruce Hunn.
These systems, utilizing simple site-
built flat plate collectors placed below
floor level, allow air to rise as it Is warm-
ed by the collector (to 150'Fj and flow
through ducts from the collector outlet
to rockbeds inside the house-without
fans. Solar savings fractions have been
monitored In the range of 80 . 97% .
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Stop sc raping, sanding and
repa int ing wood windows every
few yea rs. Install Ander sene
Per ma-Sh ieldv case ment windows
instead . Their low-maintenance
r igid vinyl ex te r ior is practi cally
ca re free.
Just look at these energy-sav ing
And er sen featur es:
AZTEC
ONE STOP
FLOOR COVERINGS
specializ ing in service for t he pr ofessional
AZT EC offers th e f inest stock of import ed Italian
glazed, quarry mosaics and unglazed quarry . Quam-
agura Quality til es for your pool and spa customers.
Hunt ington-Paci f ic "Compati bles" match ing all th e
new Kohler colors, all col or s for walls or counters.
A lso Talave ra and Saltillo T i les for the New Mexican
look .
Your dealer for Pacif ic Clay Mini Br ick, AZTE C can
show you how to save t ime, labor, money and weight.
These Filet of Bricks come in over 30 d ifferen t
colors, fi nishes, and special glazes. For-
mulated for veneering and also fo r
paver use and veneering, Pacif ic
Clay Mini Br ick s are a
natural for any
remodeling
job .
We
also se ll
H. B. Fuller Quar-
A· Poxy 11 Morta r.
It's a high quali ty ,
non -flamable, odorless,
qu ick-setting f ixat ive for
all your tile .
TILE and
CARPET
SINCE 1960
2520 SAN MATEO N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, N M 87110
PHONE 884-6579
Windo", beauty
that out-toughs
•paint.
The beautiful way to save fuel®
SANTA FE LUMBER & MILLWORK
Sawmill & Rodeo Roads P. O. Box 5699
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502
Bu Id.Save oney.
SAVE ENERCY•••
allin one operationI
LOW U-FACTORS of lightweight
block, plus granular fill. BUILD
& FINISH IN ONE OPERATION.
Large block go up faster. Thru-wall
load bearing units eliminate ex-
pense of back-up wall , One trade.
Job-site delivery. MEET OSHA'~~ll;:I::I=1USDA & other Gov't spec. LOW
COST INSURANCE
of fire rated walls .
NO REFURBISHING.
Can't peel orblister.
Permanent, easy to
clean, sanitary finish.
72 COLORS. Plain,
scored, variegated &
sculptured faces.
with
e u.s. Pal Off.,
Can., & other
countries b,
l'1M 110"" &
......, Co.
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Shopping center developers and managers agree. Whether it's brick, block. tile,
terrazzo or stone, masonry construction is good for business. Its rich, warm textures
enhance the visual appeal of a center, inside and out-attracting tenants and consumer
traffic. But masonry's beauty isn't just cosmetic. Masonry centers are built fast, with an
initial economy that is matched by long term cost savings. Masonry is fire resistant. offers
exceUent sound control and needs virtually no maintenance. And the thermal performance
of masonry walls helps reduce energy consumption. So the masonry center helps satisfy
both the government's energy conservation requirements and the tenant's demands for
heating/cooling cost economy.
Next time you're thinking about building a new center or renovating an old one. make
sure you're thinking about the kind of construction that's good for business. Masonry.
If you'd like to know more about doing good business in masonry, write the
International Masonry Institute, 823 15th Street, N.W., Washington, o.c. 20005 .
INT RNATJONAL MASONRY INSTITUTE
...... ".. .........
....
t'The Hn t"kb )'rr,,' Inn-ma uona l I "nion and Ihr ~fa sun Cuntr;h"wrs in the t ' .S. and Canada!
Printed in l .S.A.
" You can't beal masonry walls and
floors for easy maintenance-inside
and out. So while we economize in
building with masonry. we also save
money maintaining it."
LollisDiBi/on/o
Construction & Design
Mall ManagementAssociates, Inc.
Touson, Md.
"Now that we're renovating more
and more centers, we're using more
and more masonry . Beautiful,
economical and versatile. it's an
excellent tool for rehab projects."
CarlBarefoot
Vice President
Croll 'lI A mcrican Corpora/ion
johnstotcn,Pa.
Why
Masonry
Constmction
IsGoodlbrBus-ness
"Masonry walls help keep a center
cooler in summer. warmer in winter .
With government regulations and
fuel prices what they are. masonry's
energy efficiency is pretty hard to
ignore."
Don Rake,CSM
OS/l'Ildor/Morris
Clercland, Ohio
/'"
/
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THE AlA URGES REAGAN ADMINISTRATION TO SAVE
FEDERAL ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS
WASHINGTON, D.C ., Jul y 16, 1981-The president of The American In-
stitute of Architects has told the Reagan Administr ation that federal energy
conservation program s must continue funding research for improving energy
efficiency of buildings and also continue to disseminate information on
buildings and energy use to the design profession and building industr y.
Alexandria (Va.) archit ect R.
Randall Vosbeck, FAlA, presented
the AlA's views during the En-
vironmental Prot ection Agency's
public hearing on new dir ections of
federal energy conservation pro-
gra ms. He noted that current dir ec-
tions ar e guided by two general
principles: higher energy prices
will "speed up" conserva tion ef-
forts; and the private sector will be
able to " pic k up " activities
previously carried out by the
federal government.
The head of the 36,000-m emb er
national prof essional socie ty
described how two existing federal
programs-research and informa-
tion- "are beginning to experience
the real impact of the new federal
dir ections."
Since 1973, he noted , client de-
mand for energy-efficient buildings
has increased not only because of
higher prices, but also as a result of
"better and mor e widely available
information ." Most of this informa-
tion is a "direct result of the federal
energy conservation program," he
added .
"This information flow has
speeded up innovati on in the
building industr y: design manuals,
seminars and computer programs
pro vide tangible design solutions
for designers willing to tr y new
buildings," Vosbeck explained.
Expressing concern that this in-
form ation flow "is about to be cut
off," he told the EPA panel that
" the fra gmented building industr y"
ca nno t take ove r ext remely
technical research reports and turn
them into design manuals nor
redu ce lar ge-scale computer pro-
gra ms into simulation programs for
hand-held calculators.
"The new dir ection calls for a
more basic research and develop-
ment approach for the building
sector," Vosbeck pointed out. "The
stroke of a budget-cutting pencil
has eliminated projects that have
potential to help our industr y solve
its short- and mid-term problems
and has in st ead su bst it u ted
research of a long-term nature.
" T he buildin g indu str y ,
however , will not be able to pick
up the integrated research at the
nati onal level that was characteriz-
ed by much of ' federal buildings'
research ," the AlA president stress-
ed . "These activities do more than
provide performanc e data; they
spawn design tools that belong to
the public domain. "
On the new directions' spending
priorities, Vosbeck said : "We ques-
tion the efficiency of allocating re-
maining resources to high -risk
projects- especiall y when so many
short-term problems need just a lit-
tle additional work for market ac-
ceptance." He suggested that the
AlA assist the govern ment during
this period of transition in deciding
how to spend remaining funds.
Unless federal energy conserva-
tion pr ograms ar e continued,
Vosbeck predicted that the "poten-
tial to redu ce energy consum ption
by 40 percent by the year 2000 will
be missed. " And arc hitects' efforts
" to design and retrofit buildings for
even greater energy efficiency will
be impeded by the lack of new
research knowledge."
MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM
FOR BRAINBRIDGE
BUNTING SCHEDULED
An architectural history sym-
posium in memo ry of Brainbridge
Bunting has been schedu led for
November at the University of New
Mexico. A distinguished panel of
speakers has agreed to appear: J. B.
J a ckson , Sant a F e; Da vid
Gebh ard, University of California
at Santa Barbara; David Van
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Zanten , Northwestern University;
Neil Levine, Harvard; Sharon
Iri sh , graduate stude nt , Nor -
th w es t e r n Uni ver sit y a n d
Christopher Wilson , graduate stu-
dent , University of New Mexico.
The symposium is scheduled for
Friday, Novemb er 20 from 3:00 to
5:00 pm and will continue on
Saturday, November 21 from 9:00
am to 1:00 pm in room 2018 in the
Fine Arts Center at the University
of New Mexico.
For more information contact
Professor Christoph er Mead , Art
Department , UNM Albuquerque,
N.M. 87131.
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SOCORRO, A Historic Survey, by
John P. Conron
University of New Mexico Press,
$12. 95. Review ed by Fern Lyon
Our very own fearless, peerless
editor has written this architectural
history of Socorro , starting with
the early 1800s. As you know , John
is an architect who strayed into the
uncertain and perilous paths of
historic preservation . He waxes en-
thusiastic about preserving old
buildings and old towns, and some
of us old folks might do well to see
what he can do for us.
In addition to its local interest,
SOCORRO can serve as a guide
book for other towns tr ying to
make intelligent decisions about
preserving their own historic sites
and buildings. The appendixes con-
sist of recommendations for
Socorro that could well serve as a
pattern -a model ordinance for
"Historic Distri cts and Cultural
Properties . .. "; a sample of Form
A from New Mexico State Register
of Cultural Properties; criteria for
evaluating architectural changes in
sites already registered; guidelines
for rehabilitation of old buildings;
and a list of addresses where you
can get additional information.
All of this is written in a readable
style and laid out so that it is easy to
use. F.L.
NMA News continued page 17~
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN STONE COMPANY
EVERYTH ING IN BUILDING AND LANDSCAPING STONE
• I
from New Mexico
- ROCKY MOUNTAIN STONE COMPANY
8
P.O. BOX 6608 • 4741 PAN AMERICAN FRWY. NE • ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87197 • (505) 345-8518
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BUILDING ENERGY CODES
by William L. Burns, AlA
New Mexico Architects are familiar with the ex-
isting prescriptive energy code that currently applies
to all in-state proj ects. Chapter 53 of the Uniform
Building Cod e is a modification of the ASHRAE 90-75
developed by the American Society of Heating,
Refri gerating and Air Conditioning En gineers. Th ere
is, how ever, a new federal regulation in the making
that is planned to replace the present energy codes.
Th e code is being developed by the Department of
Energy and is commonly referred to as BEPS (Building
En ergy Performance Standards) .
Architects and building Owners alike can not be
happy with the prospect of another building code,
especially the BEPS which requires sophist icated com-
puter runs to prove compliance. But the energy codes
seem necessary because of the existing barriers and
general reluctance to accept conservation. The ob-
vious barriers ar e as follow s:
1. Ch eap Fossil Fuels: Even though current fuel
costs have tripled and future fuel is expected to inflate
up to 20 % annually, the fuel costs ar e still cheap wh en
compared to alternative energy sources.
2. Commercial Tax Laws: Man y features of the
tax laws promote cheap, energy-wast ing systems.
Energy saving devices require an upfront capital in-
vestment that must be depreciated over the equip-
ment's life, whereas operating expenses are totally
deductible in the year incurred .
3. Increased Initial Cost: Financial institutions
make loans based upon costs of initial construction and
operation costs of historical building systems.
Therefore, an Owner cannot obtain mortgage mon ey
for energy saving devices and must either buy the
equipment out of his own pocket or pay the penalty for
increased operation costs. Even if the Owner includes
energy saving devices, the mortgage company will
probably not credit the reduced operating expense to
increase the building's loan value.
4. Rental/Speculation Building: Speculators wh o
construct buildings for imm ediate resale will alwa ys
attempt to minimize the intial cost of the building,
and will not make any energy saving investment whi ch
would add even minimally to that first cost. Because
today's Owners of rental property exclude most
operating expenses from their lease, the building
Owner is not moti vated to include an y energy saving
system that will require more capital investment.
AMERICAN AUTOMOBI LE IN DUSTRY
Th e American Automobile Industry is a good il-
lustration of the results of ignoring the Owner's
demands for increased energy conservation. Before the
federal government established fuel consumption re-
quirements, our automobile manufacturers were not
providing the fuel efficient automobiles the consumers
were demanding. In fact the automobil e manufac-
turers fought the adoption of the conservation stan-
dards citing that the standards were too restrictive and
William L. Burns, AlA
William L. Burn s, AlA, a partner of Th e
Burns/Peters Group, has a Bachelor of Fine Arts with a
major in Architecture from the Univ ersity of New
Mexico. Mr. Burn s is currently serving as an advisor to
the National AlA En ergy Not ebook and is a member of
th e followin g energy conservation organi zations; Nat-
ional AlA Energy Committee, International Solar
En ergy Society, New Mexico Solar En ergy Society,
and New Mexico Solar Energy Task Force. In addi-
tion , Mr . Burn s was th e 1980 President of Albuquer-
que Chapter of the American Institute of Architects
and is a Director of the New Mexico Society of Ar-
chitec ts. He is also a member of Construction
Specifications Institute and a Director of the Albu-
querque Chapter.
that the cost of changing systems was too costly.
Because our manufacturers were reluctant to change,
the consumers quickly found that foreign manufac-
turers offered them a wide range of fuel effic ient
transportation. Th ese cars performed th e same func-
tion as the American made cars , but were smaller,
lighter and had very efficient engines and therefore
cost much less to operate. (We are all watching the
auto industries belat ed eff orts towards providing
energy, and cost, eff icient aut omobiles. Editor.)
Hopefull y, Architects and En gineers will not mak e
th e mistakes of the American Automobile Industry.
We should be more flexible than a manufacturer of a
mass produced automobile and be able to accom-
modate ene rgy con serving features within our
buildings.
BUILDING EN ERGY PERFORMANCE STAN·
DARDS (BEPS)
The Energy Conservation and Production Act of
1976, Public Law 94-385, mandated the development
of energy performance standards for the design of new
buildings by 1980 . Standards are to be performance
oriented, rather than prescriptive. The objective is to
not restrict the art of building conscious design, but to
accommodate the development of technology and
design innovation . This system is similar to the U.S.
Department of Transportation's requirement to set
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fuel consumption targets for new cars. The standards
are to encourage maximum practicable improvements
in energy efficiency and increased use of non-
depletable energy resources. Specifically, the stan-
dards are to be applied at the design stage of each
building, before its construction; they are to take the
form of energy budgets, putting a ceiling, for example,
on consumption of BTU's per square foot per year,
based upon a particular climate and building type.
The standards are to reflect the energy consumption of
a building as estimated from the design using an ac-
cepted set of assumptions about building occupancy
and operation. The particular State, and not the U.S.
Government, must certify that buildings meet BEPS.
The Department of energy has issued a "Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking" for Energy Performance Stan-
dards for New Buildings, dated November 1979.
Copies of the code can be obtained from the DOE
Albuquerque Operations Office. In addition to
establishing the energy budget for each area and
building type, the code gives acceptable evaluation
techniques to prove that buildings meet the code's re-
quirements. Basically, these evaluation techniques
consists of three public domain computer programs
(DOE-2, TRANSYS and DEROB) and climate data for
78 cities. The estimated predicted results are supposed
to be within + / - 15% of abuilding's actual energy
consumption.
The proposed edition of BEPS uses weighted factors
for fossil fuels in commercial application's natural gas
is 1; oil is 1.20, and electricity is 3.08. The designer
first calculates the energy requirements by fuel type,
expressed in MBTUlsq. fUyr., and then multiplies by
the weighting factors for each fuel type. The total sum
of these factors is the Energy Budget Level. For Albu-
querque, the allowable Energy Budget Level, express-
ed in MBTU/sq. ft./yr., is as follows: (1) Hospital =
353, (2) Nursing Home = 164, (3) Small Office = 104,
(4) Elementary School = 96, (5) Shopping Center =
185. Interestingly energy supplied by solar energy
systems is not included in the Energy Budget Level,
therefore a building design may use as much solar
energy as desired. This should be another incentive for
solar energy.
So that the Architect can be sure that his building
design meets BEPS during the initial design stages, he
can usually rely upon easier and simpler programs that
can be run on the popular minicomputers. The
Princeton Energy Group is one such company develop-
ing these programs. These programs can be a great aid
to the Architect during the design stages without the
expense involved in a full DOE-2 computer run. But
the DOE-2, TRNSYS or DEROB will be required after
the construction documents are complete, as proof
that the building conforms to BEPS.
The BEPS as published has run into a great deal of
opposition, and some of it is justified because all of the
"bugs" have not been worked out. Of instance, any
project within New Mexico has its energy budget
established as if the project were located in Albuquer-
que, because no other areas are given for the State
even though our climate varies greatly. Also, the fuel
weighted factors are controversial and incomplete
since LPG is not considered.
By far the biggest complaint is the anticipated cost
of proving compliance with BEPS. DOE-2 is a very
complicated computer program that is currently only
available for CDC 7600 systems. It has been estimated
to take an average of one-man week just to program
the machine for a small project without a complicated
mechanical system. Also there are some that doubt
DOE-2 abilities to accurately measure energy con-
sumption. DOE-2 has not been widely tested in real
building applications, but the results of the computer
model are suppose to be within 15% of a building's ac-
tual performance.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
The American Institute of Architects has recognized
the Architect's responsibility to create energy efficient
buildings. In 1972 the AlA appointed a task force to
explore the relationships between energy and the built
environment and to determine how the design profes-
sions can contribute to solving the nation's energy
problem. In 1975 the AlA adopted the task force's
report titled "A Nation of Energy Efficient Buildings
by 1990". This report outlines a national program to
achieve the potentials of energy efficient buildings. It
projects energy savings of 30% for retrofitting old
buildings and 60% for new buildings initially designed
to be energy efficient. The report shows how the pro-
gram can be made economically, financially and ad-
ministratively feasible, and presents a series of recom-
mendations for immediate action.
The American Institute of Architects lobbied for
Public Law 94-385 and has continued to support the
development of the law into the present Department
of Energy (DOE) design standards called Building
Energy Performance Standards (BEPS). In fact, the
AlA Research Corporation (AIA/RC) contracted to
DOE to provide 168 different projects, located
throughout the United States, that are specifically
designed for energy conservation. These energy con-
scious designs are for actual existing buildings con-
structed in 1975 and 1976 which represent the first
generation of buildings designed after the 1973 oil em-
bargo, The energy conscious re-design was sub-
contracted by AIA/RC to the original Architect and
Design Teams. The Burns/Peters Groups was one of
the firms selected for this program. Our project was
the redesign of the Southwestern Electrical Building,
Albuquerque. The building program requirements
were only modified to include energy-conscious
redesign that represented the current state-of-the-art,
not the leading edge of technology. The project
original site and functional program was retained.
The Design Teams attended workshops and
preliminary and final design reviews sponsored by
AIA/RC. The results of this effort was the production
of comparative sets of energy performance data for the
original building and the energy conscious re-design.
The figures reveal that including energy consciousness
into the design process can lead to an average savings
of a 40% reduction in energy. W.L.B.
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.l terna Onyx . Koh ler puts gemstones
1 the most unexpected places.
or centuries the world has recog nized
l e beauty of onyx . In deli cate
ameos. In beautiful scu lptu re.
low Kohl er brings the elegance of
atu ral onyx into th e bat h and pow der
oorn. With hig h-fashion onyx in sert s
esigned for the faucet hand les in
le Alterna'" lin e.
lewn fro m qua rr ies around the world
nd fashioned exc lusive ly for Kohl er
y European craft smen, Alterna Onyx
isert s are offe red in fo ur co lo r
hoices- Persian Choco late .. .a ri ch ,
iot t led brown ; Turkis h Firelig ht .
legant band s of brow n, gold and
ream onyx ; Argenti ne Mist .. .a
ent le green, and Turkish Pearl ... a
of t lv banded white.
rnvx insert co lors were selec ted to
nh ance Kohler's pal ett e o f 15 fixtu re
o lor s and fou r fa ucet f in ishes.
ecause th e inserts are cut from
atural onyx , no tw o are colored or
anded exact ly al ike .. . an exclusive
eatu re rarely fo und in tod av's mark et.
rserts in white and green are spec ially
ut across the onyx grain to pro vide
eaut iful bandi ngs.
.lterna On yx inserts are packaged
1 tw o-pair sets-w hite and green
r two browntones-to complement
.lterna Water-Guard lavator y
sucets in sat in or polished 24 carat
o ld elec t roplate or chromium
nishes. The colo r combinat ions
nhan ce th e decorating versatility
l e Alterna faucet lin e o ffers. In-
erts offer qui ck change art istry-
l ey snap into , and out o f, th e
.lterna handl es.
hown at left: A lterna Water-Guard
ivat orv fauce t in satin chromium
li th Arg ent ine Mist ony x inserts .
adv Vanity Alterna Water-Guard
sucet in 24 carat po lish ed gold
lect roplate w ith swing-away spout,
hampoo spray, onyx in serts in
ersian Choc o late .
Kohler Alterna On yx . .. versati le,
imaginati ve, beauti ful. To meet a
mood, compleme nt a decorating
th eme and help save water and
energy at the same tim e. All A lterna
Onyx and Alterna lavator y and sink
faucets with aerators are now
Water-G uard faucets, providing
water-saving flow cont ro l at no
additional cost . Wat er-Guard faucets
have a standard f low rate of 2 to
2.75 GPM at water pressures of
40·80 PSI, and a maximum fl ow of
3 GPM . Dependable Valet s anti -
drip valve un it s are used thr ou ghout
to ensure long valv e life and co m-
plete command of water f low.
Pictured abo ve: Alterna Wat er-
Guard lavatory faucet (K-6925) in
poli shed chromium with Turk ish
Pearl onyx inserts from K-9627
onyx kit.
O nyx inserts in Turkish Firelight
complement Alterna Wat er-Guard
lavatory faucet in sat in 24 carat gold
elec troplate .
Al terna O nyx faucets ... for
bath/shower installations.
Kohler's Subu rban Water-Guard
showe rhead was created
especia lly for the A lt erna line.
Its spray face and internal
working parts are fashi oned
from Noryl to help prevent
corrosion and lime build-up.
Smooth working regulator ad-
justs spray from light to
drenching for a more enjoyable
shower. Wat er-Guard shower-
heads have a maximum flow of
3 GPM . . . 50% less than most
conventiona l showerheads. This
wate r-saving , energy-saving
feature is avai lable at no addi-
tional cost . Pictur ed: K-6931
Alterna bath/ shower fitting in
satin chromi um with Argentine
M ist onyx inserts from onyx
kit K-9627.
Four on yx inserts, a choice of
four finishes and the safety and
comfort of a pressure-com-
pensat ing bath/shower control
can be yours with Alterna O nyx
Rite-Temp . Adjust a singl e
contro l to mix hot and cold
water to a desired temperature
and Rite-Temp maintains that
temperatu re regard less of pres-
sure changes in the available
water suppl y. Valve unit made
of non -corrosive mat erial to
co mb at " lime" build-up.
Pictured: K-6900 Alterna O nyx
Rite-Temp, Suburban Water-
Guard show erhead and diverter
tub spout in pol ished chromium
with Ar gentine Mist onyx insert
from K-9629 onyx kit.
AITERNA ONYX
Alt erna fro m Kohl er. A faucet line
for discriminating homeowners.
Alterna faucets are furnished in a
choice of four finishes- satin or
polished 24 carat gold electroplate or
chromi um. Four pairs of interchange-
able plastic handle inserts are
supplied with every faucet. Insert
colors include Teak. Ebony. Walnut
and White.
Changing hand le insert s is easy. And
th e result is a refreshing change for
bathroom. powder room and kitc hen .
Alter na fauce ts. Q ualit y crafte d
insi de and out . . .with Kohle r Valvet'
valve unit s to ensure extended service
and smooth command of water flow.
What's more, Alterna lavatory and
sink faucets with aerators offer
Kohler's Water-Guard flow control
to help save water and energy.
HOW TO ORDER
On yx inserts for lavator y and bath/
shower fauce ts are offered in two-
pair sets- two Tur kish Pearl and two
Argent ine Mist inserts ... or . .. two
Persian Choco late and tw o Turkis h
Fireli ght inserts per pac kage . Onyx
inserts for A lte rna Rit e-Temp are
offered in sets of one Turkis h Pearl
and one Ar genti ne Mist or one
Persian Chocolate and one Turkish
Firelight insert per package.
To order onyx inserts . add the
following onyx kit numbers to the
Alterna faucet pla te number :
K·9625 Onyx kit -2 white and 2
green inserts
K-9626 Onyx kit - 2 dark brown and
2 light brown inserts
(For K-b950. K-b95b. K-b%2 lavatory
faucets ; K-b973 sink
K-9627 Onyx kit-2 white and 2
green insert s
K-9628 Onyx kit - 2 dark brown and
2 ligh t brown inserts
(For K-6926. K-6929. K-6930. K-6931.
K-b933. K-b934 bat h and shower
faucets ; K-6952. K-b955 lavatory
faucets; K-9291. K-9295.
K-9297 bidet fittings.)
K·9629 Onyx kit-l white and
1 green
K·9630 Onyx kit -1 dark brown and
1 light brown insert
(For K-b900 and K-b902 Alterna Rite-
Temp single control bath/shower
faucet. )
Four pai rs of interchangeab le plastic
hand le inserts in Teak. Walnut. [bony
and White are supp lied wi th every
Alterna faucet.
Kohler 's Alterna fa uce ts bri ng qu ick-
change art ist ry to bath/shower
installations, lava tory basins and
kitchen sinks. Pictured top : Handle
inserts in Teak, Ebony, White and
Walnut are packaged with every
Alterna faucet . Above : Alterna
Water-Guard lava tory faucet in
sati n fi nish 24 cara t gold electro-
plate, satin fi nish . Left : Suburban
Water-Guard showerhead com-
plements Alterna faucet design . It
feat ures No ryl spray face and in-
terna l working parts to help prevent
cloggi ng and corrosion . Maximum
flow; 3 GPM to help save wa ter and
energy. Shown in satin chromium
finish .
ALTERNA
Contact your local Kohler representative
for more Information today .. .
P·H·C Industrial Supply Co., Inc.
1000 Slier Park Road P.O. Drawer F
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 471·4811
KOHLER
KOHL ER CO KOH LER WISCONSI 530 44
Active Plumbing Supply
1500 Candelaria N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87107
(505) 345-8587
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OFFICE BUILDING FOR ALBUQUERQUE BOARD OF REALTORS
The offices of the Board of Realtors, were seen as an excellent opportunity to demonstrate the potentials of passive solar design that could be applied to residen-
tial design at little additional cost above conventional construction.
The building is organized with the most heavily used spaces on the south exposu re. The storage and service rooms are in the central zone, and the classrooms are
along the north side with direct exterior access. The classrooms receive a substantial portion of their heating from the occupants. Combined with the need for no
natural light, because of heavy usage of audio-visual equipment, their location in the area of least solar advantage is desireable. To help reduce heat loss, the north
side is bermed to a height of 2'12 feet. The building's basic square shape has a very favorable relationship between area and exposed surface .
The passive solar application on the south side consist of a glazed gallery/corridor. T he space recieves direct solar gain in the winter and stores the energy in the
adjoining low masonry wall, and in the floor which consists of br ick pavers over a 3" sand bed, which is over a 6" gravel fill. Th is heat is then rediated back into
the space at night and on cloudy days. The glazed wall has fins oriented to the southeast to block out the late afternoon summer sun. A three foot overhang blocks
mid-day summer sun , but allows for a penetration deep into the building in the winter. The estimated pay back time for the system is 8 to 10 years.
21;2 BERM
NORTH ELE VATION
=":-- - -II..--<>FNSlBLE HEAT GAIN
FROM LIGHT FIXTURES
LATENT HEAT GAIN
FROM OCCUPANTS
- WINDOW SHADES
ni:!~~~~~~--l-LOW MASONRY WALL
FOR ADDITIONAL
STORAGE
WING WALL
INHIBITS AFTERNOON
SUN FROM SOUTH
- PERIMETER INSULATION
HEAT SINK OF BRICK PAVERS
ON 3" SAND a 6" GRAVEL
: l ON VAPOR BARRIER
SECTION SHOWING PASSIVE SOLAR SYSTEM
Owner: Albuquerque Board of Realtors
Architects: KRUGER LAKE HUTCHINSO N BROWN
General Contractor: SeeGee Engineering Co., Inc.
Construction: Wood frame
Area: 9,110 square feet.
Mechanica l System: Gas fired roof top combination heating and cooling uni ts.
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SMOKEY BEAR HISTORICAL STATE PARK, CAPITAN, N,M,
For nearly a quarter of a century, Smokey Bear has been the living symbol of the National Forest Fire Prevention campaign, and it was deemed appropriate to
honor this unique bear and what he represents with a museum in Capitan . It was the desire of the state of New Mexico to use this project as a demonstration of the
belief that in this day, energy conservation is of the same necessity that forest conservation was 25 years ago.
The structure is organized with the windowless exhibit and support spaces on the north side of the structure. The north portion of the building is semi-circular,
thus reducing the perimeter exposure to the minimum . The entry lobby is placed to the south facing the paved plaza and street. This arrangement makes the
building an obvious candidate for passive solar design.
To this end the lobby is enclosed to the south with a solar greenhouse and is paved with a 4" exposed aggregate concrete floor. In addition, there is a large free
standing fireplace and stone columns directly behind the glazed wall. These act together to create a heat sink, and allows the lobby to serve as a solar collector for
the entire building. The mini blinds on the interior of the greenhouse provide a control system for the collector. The sun can be directed onto the floor slab in the
mornings, and due to the slab's lower mass, solar gain can be taken advantage of sooner. In the afternoon, the blinds can be adjusted to shade the floor, but to
allow for the columns and fireplace to continue to receive direct gain. Due to the larger stone masses' greater heat lag, they do not present the same threat of
overheating from continued solar exposure as does the floor.
The mechanical system further reinforces this natural system, by the location of the forced air system return registers for the entire building at ceiling level on the
south side of the lobby. This arrangement provides for pre-heating the return air before the entering of the furnace. During the summer months, the greenhouse is
protected from overheating by decidious trees located immediately in front of it. The energy usage for the building has been cut to approximately 55-65% that of a
conventionally heated building. ~
UMITED GAIN
SUMMER
PERIMETER INSULATION
SECTION SI-K)WING ACTIVE 8 PASSIVE SYSTEMS
Owner: State of New Mexico, Natural Resources Department & State Parks
and Recreation Division
Owners Representative: Bob Findling, Planner Director of the State Park
Planning Division
Architect: KRUGER LAKE HUTCHINSON BROWN
General Contractor: Gerald A. Martin, Ltd.
PERIMETER INSULATION
GREENHOUSE
SECTION THRU STor-E COWMN -
FIREPLACE IFlONJ ALSO
UTILIZED AS HEAT SINK
Construction: Wood frame
Area: 3,211 sq. ft.
Mechanical System: Gas fired forced air updraft and wood burning fireplace
Cost (building only): $258,400
(including site work): $290,750
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AIRFRAME & POWER MECHANICS BUILDING, ROSWELL N, M,
This structure, designed as an educational facility to train airplane mechanics is unique in its combination of occupancies. There are conventional classroom
spaces, workshops, and a high bay airplane hangar, Each of these has its own distinctly different comfort requirements.
Beyond these requirements, were the desires to use a system that could adapt to changes in future energy sources, and be energy efficient with the currently
available fuels. After completing the State's mandated energy analysis for the proposed facility, it was determined that an active solar assisted heat ing system
would be feasible. The system selected is a hybrid active solar and gas fired recirculating hot water cabinet heater system . it will allow for conversion to other
energy sources with minor equipment replacement. The need for circulating air in the classroom spaces was satisfied by an air handling system with a heat ex-
change between the hot water system.
The solar system utilizes fixed collectors that use an ethylene glycol and water mixture in a closed loop. A heat exchanger makes the transfer of energy between
the two closed loop systems, after the solar system has reached a required differential in temperatures. At times of excess solar gain, two 3,000 gallon water
storage tanks store heated water to be rcirculated at night and on cloudy days. The system has a projected energy savings of 70% when compared to a conven-
tional system .
In addition to the active system, passive energy conservation was incorporated into the design . Due to the mild winters and hot summers, heating was not seen as
the area that could benefit most from passive contribution, but rather cooling and lighting were. The windows of the hangar are protected by both deep hotizontal
and vertical fins. The large windows are thus protected from direct gain in the summer, but combined with the north windows allow for cross ventilation, as well
as significant daylighting. All hangar light fixtures are of the H.l.D. type to further minimize the usage of energy.
Area: 23,900 square feet.
Mechan ical System: Gas fired closed loop hot water with an active solar
assistance system and a refrigerated air conditioning system .
Cost: $1.028.644.00.
STORotGE
FL()()R PLAN SHJNI\IG SQ-£MATIC OF ACTIVE 9JlAR SYSTEM
Owner: Eas tern New Mexico University
Architect: KRUGER LAKE HUTCHINSON BROWN
I General Contractor: John C. Cornell , Inc.
Construction: Load bearing masonry and steel bar joist.
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ENERGY AUDITS &
ENERGY MANAGEMENT
by Larry W. Bickle, Ph.D., P.E.
Introduction
Energy conservation is a popular subject. So
popular, in fact, that the federal government, under
President Carter, appropriated some $900 million to
conduct energy conservation programs in public
schools and hospitals. Energy audits playa major role
in this and other federal programs: but, so much atten-
tion has been given to energy audits, that they have
become almost synonymous with energy management.
This is a dangerous trend. Energy audits do not in
themselves produce energy savings. They are simply
one of several essential steps in an energy management
program.
Energy audits do have a useful role and should be
conducted. This paper, however, takes a critical look
at energy audits. The goal is to raise important issues
and limitations for both owners and auditors to con-
sider. Hopefully, this will allow more effective use of
energy audits within the framework of a meaningful
energy management program.
Types of Energy Audits
There are a wide range of activities that are loosely
described as "energy audits." At one end of the scale,
simply collecting utility bills, calculating energy con-
sumption per square foot, and comparing this con-
sumption to "normal" or "average" values might be
termed an audit. At the other end of the scale , a pro-
fessional engineer and/or architect's audit might in-
clude spending several man-days inspecting a
building, testing HVAC equipment, measuring
lighting levels, computing theoretical performance,
determining life-cycle costs, and preparing retrofit
construction documents.
The exact level or type of energy audit is not perti-
nent to the issues raised in this paper. In general,
however, most of the points relate to audits in which a
professional makes site visits and performs technical
calculations. In the terms used in various federal pro-
grams, this would be a "Class A" type audit and would
include some aspects of the Technical Assistance Pro-
gram (TAP) type of technical and economic calcula-
tions.
Limitations of Energy Audits
With this general background, consider the following:
A. Energy audits do not save money by themselves.
It costs money to conduct any kind of an energy
audit. Unless the findings of the audit are used,
the audit itself will produce no savings. Conduc-
ting an audit before there is top level manage-
ment commitment to implement the results can
be a serious waste of money.
B. It is possible to do an energy audit too early in the
program. If a detailed energy audit is conducted
too early in the overall energy management pro-
cess, there is possibility for misdirection. Many of
Larry W. Bickle, Ph.D., P.E.
Dr. Bickle is president of the Bickle Group , A
Division of The CRS Group, Inc. In addition to his ad-
ministrative duties, Dr. Bickle frequently participates
in key technical projects.
Major energy consulation and mechanical design
projects include the Burns/Peter Office Building.
(Honorable mention, Owens Corning Awards 1979) ,
Mazatlan Branch Office for Bancen (Federal Reserve
Bank of Mexico) , Raffles Tower (650,000 sf speculative
office building in Singapore), Solar Villas (one of the
largest active solar HUD demonstration projects) and
the ICC Headquarters Building in Seoul, Korea. These
design projects included State-of-the-Art solar and
energy conservation strategies, Energy Management
and Control Systems and conventional mechanical,
electrical and plumbing design services, The architec-
tural clients for these services include I. M. Pei, John
Portman and Associates, HOK and CRS, Inc.
Dr. Bickle was one of five national experts selected
by the U. S. Department of Energy to review the 42
national passive solar commercial demonstration pro-
jects. As a result of his experience with this project, he
is currently writing a Passive Solar Design Handbook
in cooperation with the U. S. Solar Energy Research
Institute.
the most important first steps in the energy
management program, such as changes in ad-
ministrative policies, cannot be easily quantified.
Unfortunately, neither the true cost nor the
energy savings from these actions can be put into
a mathematical relationship. However, there is
evidence which suggests that these actions may
have benefit/cost ratios of 50 to 100 times greater
than capital improvements.
While most energy audits do identify low and
no-cost actions, the energy audit with its calcula-
tions and "precise" numbers for capital im-
provements can focus attention away from these
more important early action areas. The net result
may save energy but not be the most cost-
effective program.
C. There are significant limitations ill the engineer-
ing techniques used to compute energy consump-
tion in buildings.
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1. Engineering analysis techniques to
analyze the long-term average impact of
"small" actions are not readily available.
For example, it is not possible to accurately
estimate the yearly savings that would
result from replacing a specific piece of
weatherstripping or from installation of
edge seals on outside air dampers.
But, many of these so-called "minor"
capital improvements can, when taken col-
lectively , produce substantial energy sav-
ings. But, these "minor" actions also in-
volve considerable cost, and thus, it is im-
portant not to apply them indiscriminately
in every case. In technical terms, the result
of each action is smaller than the uncertain-
ties in the calculation techniques themselves:
2. Even if there were not uncertainites in
engineering techniques themselves, there
would be uncertainties in the input data.
The input data which is difficult to obtain
in precise terms includes a description of
the building, the environmental variables
(such as temperature, wind, and solar
radiation), and internal loads (such as oc-
cupants and lights).
In an older building there are usually
uncertainties about wall insulation, control
system set points, in situ efficiencies, and
other "details." Even when this is not the
case, reducing a real physical building to a
set of idealized nodes, conductances, and
terms in a calculational model introduces
simplifications and loss of precision.
Shade trees, obstructions at ground level,
local ground reflectants, small lakes, etc .,
change the specific micro-climate for an in-
dividual building. In most cases, engineer-
ing calculations will use macro-climate in-
formation from nearby weather stations.
The result is uncertainties and lack of preci-
sion in the weather data specifically ap-
plicable to the building being studied.
How many people are in the building at
the same time? What hours is it operating?
Are exhaust fans switched off at certain
times? Do occupants turn off lights when
they leave the room? How are draperies us-
ed? All of these and other important ques-
tions about the interaction between oc-
cupants and the building affect the preci-
sion of the energy consumption calcula-
tions. These occupant use patterns are ex-
tremely difficult to determine with any
precision because they change from hour to
hour, day to day, month to month, and
year to year.
Assumptions add to assumptions and so
on. Even the most complex, comprehensive
computerized methodologies such as
DOE-2, BLAST, TRACE, and AXCESS
can rarely predict actual energy consump-
tion in a building to within 10 to 15 per-
cent. Discrepancies of 25 to 50 percent be-
tween theoretical calculations and actual
consumption are not uncommon. An occa-
sional difference of 100% or greater is not
unknown. How much of these differences
are due to calculational techniques and
how much are due to errors and lack of
precision and input data is not clear. What
is clear is that the overall precision of the
process is not much better than the total
combined savings of possible modifications.
3. Another engineering problem is that few
simplified methodologies exist for predic-
ting the interaction between energy conser-
vation modifications. Simply put, energy
conservation modifications are not
cumulative; two modifications that each
would save 10% probably would not save a
total of 20 % if both were implemented. In
the simplest case, the first modification
saves 10% and the second saves 10% of the
remaining 90 % or 9 % .
But the situation can be worse: both
modifications could compete to save the
same energy. Consider, for example, the
combination of double-glazing and a night
setback thermostat. Both modifications
reduce heat conduction through the win-
dows, but the interaction is highly complex.
If the night setback temperature is 55 F and
the nightime outside air temperature is 55
F, there is no temperature difference to
cause a heat flow. Thus, the double-glazing
has zero added benefits at that particular
instant. Clearly the savings of making both
of these modifications is not the sum of the
savings that would be calculated for each
modification individually.
These complex interactions can be
modeled to some extent using sophisticated
computer simulation programs such as
DOE-2. However, there need to be simpler
ways to evaluate the interactions between
potential modifications.
D. Another major limitation oj energy audits is cost
estimating. Most of the standard cost extimating
methods and data files are designed for use with
either new construction or major remodeling.
Mush of the energy conservation retrofit work is
really "odd jobs" that are handled by small in-
dependent contractors. These costs tend to be
highly localized and difficult to predict. While
no single retrofit project is large, there can be a
large percentage error in cost estimating. These
cost estimating errors can accumulate to produce
large errors in the total project cost.
Energy Managment Program
In spite of the limitations raised in this paper,
energy audits do have an important role to play in an
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overall energy management program . The energy
management program needs to focus on more basic
issues.
Exactly what is "basic" varies from one client to
another. Based on our own past experience, and a
review of available literature, we would propose the
following as building blocks for a successful energy
management program. Whether you agree or not, an
internal discussion of these fundamental issues will
help focus energy management efforts for maximum
results:
A. Energy conservation should be viewed as an up-
per level management responsibility. Energy
conservation involves improved operations and
maintenance and investments in hardware.
These are but pieces of the broader management
problem of controlling energy costs. A well-
balanced program will cut across intern al divi-
sions and require policy changes, integrated ad-
minstrative practices, improved operations and
maintenance practices, public relations pro-
grams, and finally, capital investments.
B. An energy conservation program should be
financially sound. Energy conservation actions
cost money. Weigh these costs carefully against
potential savings so only cost-effective actions are
taken . The definition of "cost-effective" must be
formulated at the policy level using opinions
from as many interested parties as possible.
Administrative and policy changes tend to be
least costly to implement, are the most cost-
effective and should be undertaken first. Im-
provements in operations should be undertaken
next. And capital improvements should be defer-
red until last.
By progressing from less expensive changes to
funding the more expensive improvements out of
prove n future savings, a client can have a "self-
financing" program.
C. Establish goals and priorities. State precisely
the goals of the energy conservation program. Is
it to reduce costs? Improve public image? What
are the relative priorities of the various goals? In
so far as possible, these goals should be quan-
titative.
D. Energy conservation is a team activity.
Whatever program evolves must be a cooperative
program between all participants. Recognize
that energy management is a sensitive activity.
The program defined for a particular client must
be unique and responsive to local needs, condi-
tions, personalities, requirements, restraints, and
the broader goals of the client's organization.
E. Focused accountability and responsibility are
critically important. While energy conservation
is a team "activity, one person must be in charge.
This person must provide clear, strong leader-
ship. The energy management program must be
well defined and specific responsibilities and
authority agreed upon by all participants.
F. Motivation and evaluation of progress are
vitally important. Energy conservation is really a
collection of many small actions, like turning out
the light when leaving an unoccupied room.
Motivation and constant feedback are essential to
a cost-effective energy conservation program.
One of the best ways to both motivate and pro-
vide feedback is to implement an effective, easily
understood, and highly visible "scoring system"
for measuring the success of the energy manage-
ment program.
An added benefit of this scoring system is that
energy conservation actions-policy changes or
capital investments-can be evaluated and
quantitative estimates of actual savings made.
G. Energy conservation programs are site
specific. They must be tailored to specific
climatological conditions and building types.
H. A Master Plan for Energy Management
(MPEM) should be developed. This plan should
identify specific responsibilities, establish evalua-
tion criteria, and systematically rank actions into
logical prior ities for implementation.
Clearly these "basics" are not absolute, but they do
illustrate how the commonsense management techni-
ques of commitment, motivation, education, and
evaluation can be integrated into a meaningful pro-
gram to reduce energy costs. Perhaps more important-
ly, implementation of an effect ive energy manage-
ment program provides the proper perspective for in-
terpretation and use of energy audit results. L. W.E.
QUALITY AND SERVICE
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ANNOUNCING A NEW LATE AFTERNOON & EVENING GRADUATE
PROGRAM-MASTER OF COMMUNITY & REGIONAL PLANNING
The School of Architecture and Planning proudly offers a course of studies
leading to a Master of Community and Regional Planning (CRP) degree.
This course of studies shall now be offered in the late aft ernoon and even-
ing, thereby openin g up opportunities for students whose famil y, or work
schedules do not permit att endance during the regularly scheduled class
day. Thi s schedule is designed to serve the particular needs of the part-tim e
student, whose interest is in pursuin g a professional graduate degree.
Courses will be offered each probl ems as a general model of
semester applicable to the degree. practice. Planning in an applied
Students will be admitted to the sense involves providin g answers to
program through formal applica- questions that have distinct spatial
tion to the University and to the and locational meaning.
School of Archit ecture and Plan- During the course of study, a
nin g. It is expected that the student vari ety of issues facing the
could complete the course of study Southwest will be address ed. These
within a five-year period . issues include: land development,
Wh at is this degree all about? natural resources, energy and
Th e Master of Community and water conservation , managed or
Regional Planning (MCRP) is a 42 directed growth and the rural
unit professional prog ra m. In nat ure of the southwest. The
genera l, a person holding an southwest as a region provides the
MCRP degree would find employ- focus and backdrop for the general
ment in private and public educational motif of the program.
orga nizations which are concerned Thi s fall we offer the f?llowin g lat e
wit h land use, natur al resource and afternoo n and evemng courses,
hu man resource issues. For exam- which may be of interest to you:
pie, the State of New Mexico Mo nd a y 5 :30-8 :3 0
emp loys over two hundred and fif- p.m .-Social Planning (3
ty people with titl es involving plan- credits), taught by J. Rivera.
ning; and almost all citi es over Tu esda y 6:30- 9: 15
20,000 have a planning staff. Much p.m.-Seminar in Energy
of the planning practice involves Administration (3 credits),
developing solutions to complex tau ght by M. Hamilton
physical , social and resource ques- Tuesday-Thursday, 4:00-5:15
tions and the ability to anal yze p.m. -Planning Th eory &
Process (3 credits), tau ght by
W. Siembieda
W edn esda y 6:30 -8:30
p.m. - Neighborh ood Plan-
ning (2 credits), ta ught by L.
Columb o
All of these courses are for
graduate credit. You may enroll for
up to 6 hours of credit as a non-
degree student with the consent of
the instructor.
For more information and the
Bulletin of the Program in Com-
munity and Regional Planning, call
or write Ms Rhita Jaques at The
School of Architecture and Plan-
ning, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
(telephone 505/277-3133).
With th e growt h o f th e
southwest, issues related to com-
munity and regional planning will
be at the forefront of the major
con cerns fa cing this region's
citizens. Th e demand for profes-
sionals trained in the field is grow-
ing, and the need for people train-
ed with a particular view towards
the Southwest is evident in all of
our everyday lives.
A SENATE MOYN IHAN
"RESOLUTION"
The following resolution , in-
troduced in the Senate of the
United Stat es by Daniel Patrick
continued on page 18 ~
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Moyni han (D-N.Y.), shou ld be of intrest to all con-
cerned with the built environment!
Resolved,
Whereas in the Fall of 1980 the frame of the new
Senate Office Building was covered with plastic
shea thing in order that construction might continue
during the winter months; and
Whereas the plastic cover has now been removed
revealing, as fea red, a building whose banality is ex-
ceeded only by its expense and
Whereas even in a democracy there are things it is as
well the people do not know about their government;
Therefore be it Resolved that it is the sense of the
Sena te that the plastic cover be put back.
From Blueprints, Summ er 1981 published by the Nationa l Building
Museum , \Vashington, D. C.
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RESIDENTIAL, INSTITUTIONAL, COMMERCIAL
Pella Products Company
of New Mexico
WOOD WINDOWS
CLAD WINDOWS ••
SLIDING GLASS DOORS
FOLDING DOORS
P.O . Box 33 11 , Al buquerq ue, New Mexico 87 190. Phone (505)345-3501
NMM
•••••
····1·
•
•• •••••
··11-••
Marble
Quarry Tile
Monarch Tile
Terrazzo Floors
Dex 0 Tex Floors
New Mexico Marble & Tile Inc.
PROFESSIONAL LANOSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE SYSTEMS
COMMERCIAL LIGHTING
FURN ISHINGS
ACCESSORIES
CARPETING
2500. 2nd SW
P.O . Box 25566
Albuquerque , NM 87125
(505) 243-1771
763 Cerrillos Rd.
Santa Fe. NM 87501
(800) 432-8655
Bulk Rate
U. S. Po stag
PAID
Roswell N.
Permit No.
Postmaster: Address Co"ectlon Requested
New Mexico Architecture
425-A Val Verde, S.E .
Albuquerque, NM 87108
FAMILY PRACTICE CENTER
u. N. M. MEDICAL SCHOOL
